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tv.porst.swfretools.dissector.gui.main.flashtree; import static
tv.porst.swfretools.parser.SWFParser.getUINT16; import static

tv.porst.swfretools.parser.SWFParser.getUINT8; import java.util.ArrayList; import java.util.List; import
tv.porst.swfretools.parser.SWFParser; import tv.porst.swfretools.parser.structures.Program; /** *

Class to represent a data tree of data in a parsed program. * * @author Tobi */ public class
FlashTreeData { /** The program used by this data. */ Program program; /** * Creates a new tree

data object. * * @param program The program from which the data is taken. */ public
FlashTreeData(Program program) { this.program = program; // Add the current symbol. addRoot(); }

/** * Adds a new flash symbol into the data tree. * * @param name The name of the new symbol.
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There are more wonderful features available in All-In-One solution, as provided by OSN and even
allowed by the new software from ALL.. Driver search and download for your Sony digital camcorder

HVL-P3035.. Driver ver: 1.2.1 File size:. OS: Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1,
Windows 10, . Technical Support For Your Business Services.. You're not seeing the entire file. More

info.. Driver for Techwell Tw6802b in Win7 32 bit.. Driver Update and Download your Drivers for Acer
Aspire One V3-371-7310 netbook.A line scanning, dot matrix or area laser imager is a device which is
used to scan a laser beam across an imaging surface and produce an electrical signal therefrom for
each line that was scanned. Such laser imagers may be used to produce a video image of an object

such as a document. The area of the document that is covered by the imagers may be considered as
a matrix of picture elements. The imager and its associated optical system may be so configured as
to produce a relatively high resolution video image. More specifically, the laser imager includes an
optics which directs the illuminating laser beam of a given spot size and a lens which focuses the

illuminating laser beam to a small spot size. The optical system is relatively easy to manufacture and
to calibrate and the optical system operates over a relatively wide field of view. Thus, high resolution

documents may be scanned and imaged at relatively high rates of speed. However, since the line
scanning laser imager of the prior art is designed to operate at relatively high power levels, there is
a potential for unwanted image artifacts, such as moiré and cross-talk. Furthermore, the ambient

temperature of the laser imager will also have an effect on the resulting image since the polarization
of the incident laser beam will be modified by the optics of the imager. Thus, in the prior art, laser

imagers have been enclosed in a box or in a sealed housing in order to maintain the temperature of
the optics at a steady temperature. However, this approach increases the cost of the laser imager in
addition to complicating its installation and calibrations. Moreover, prior art laser imagers, because

of the nature of their construction, are susceptible to acquiring dust and other environmental
contaminants which will then be deposited onto the optics of the laser imager. The present invention

is directed to overcoming one or more
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